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Welcome to the MA Innovation Management 
catalogue for the graduating class of 2020
We invite you to explore our journey through the concept of Ripples. 
In 2020, the limits of innovation as disruption are evident for all to see, 
with a global  pandemic bringing a halt to life as we knew it.

The potential to transform the world through innovation management 
begins with rethinking tired and destructive processes and reshaping 
them towards more ethical and care-based approaches. With this 
mindset, our journey emanates from its original source to a range 
of all-embracing future scenarios. 

The future is always unknown and as our world continuously changes, 
so do our lives and the networks around us. The future of work 
will no longer rely on today’s knowledge but on our ability to care, 
experiment and master the unknown and create a future for all living 
beings on the planet. 

When an idea is expressed it moves into unexpected spheres. 
This synergy of ideas creates new concepts and innovations. Like ripples 
on a lake they collide and affect each other. As innovation managers, we 
aim to create a planet-enhancing environment for every being to thrive 
in. Join us whilst we work towards creating and managing the ripples 
needed to let this regenerative future occur.

Ripples 
by John Prophet
We enter
this realm, 
like a pebble                    
into a 
pond. 
Immediately 
we leave 
ripples. 
As we 
move along, 
the ripples 
grow 
interacting 
with other 
ripples 
an ocean 
of ripples. 
Our ripples 
commingle 
influence. 
Cascading 
influence 
over time. 
Positive ripples 
or 
negative, greedy 
ripples. 
Which will we 
leave behind? 
In the end, 
will it be 
about power 
and money, 
or, 
the ripples 
of kindness 
that will change 
it all, and 
reflect 
well 
on our 
passage.
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Introductory ripple from the Course Leader
I am pleased that this catalogue for the showcase of 
the MA Innovation Management graduating cohort 
of 2020 has found its way to your hands (or more 
likely, your screen). 

Innovation and its management, without doubt, 
is a serious business. With billions invested in the 
creation of novelty, fresh solutions and prospec-
tive sources of competitive advantage each year 
in fields ranging from computing to fashion, the 
consequences are very real for companies and the 
economies they constitute. In these pandemic 
times, whether innovation succeeds – not only in its 
myriad niches but also at a systemic level – can be 
a matter of life and death.

Yet it is equally true that innovation and the ways 
we seek to catalyse, orchestrate and direct it, are 
also based on myriad assumptions and beliefs. This 
goes well beyond the (still lingering) faith in the 
ability of free markets to solve all our problems. 
Indeed, we are susceptible to assumptions about 
innovation being controllable or at least designable, 
linear or staged, led by lone geniuses, and funda-
mentally something positive and desirable. More-
over, decades of popular management literature 
have categorised everything we know (or think 
we know) about innovation into neat boxes, from 
“disruptive innovation” and “lean innovation” to 
“design innovation” and a hundred other supposed 
labels. It is unclear whether rigid beliefs and catego-
ries of these kinds do more to improve our thinking 
or to hamper it.  

What if, instead of being controllable and centrally 
directed, innovative processes existed in an alto-
gether more fluid and seamless reality of never-
ending flows and rhythmic interactions? 

What if innovation came with intended an 
unintended – as well as unseen and often distant – 
effects, with not only material, social and aesthetic 
dimensions, but ethical consequences too? 

What if innovations of all kinds unfolded not so 
much through a pipeline, staged process or even 
a network, but through a patterned dynamic best 
described as ripples? 

How would such a change in perception vis-à-vis 
the innovation process alter your thinking, your 
work, your beliefs, and the way you position yourself 
as an innovative actor?

Building on nearly two years of creative experi-
mentation, intense group collaboration, bold client 
presentations, studying about deep uncertainty and 
living through it, this is the provocation our proud 
graduates-to-be of 2020 have chosen to place at the 
very centre of their cohort-defining virtual showcase. 

Rethinking innovation management through the 
notion of ripples unleashes a whole host of inter-
esting questions. How do ripples emerge? Who 
transmits them in the first place – if a “first place” 
can be identified – and who gets to contribute to 
their contours and their direction? How do ripples 
transform groups, cultures and infrastructures they 
traverse? How do they stimulate and prompt – or 
even force – us to change our very views on what 
innovation means?

Our graduating cohort asks also whether we 
should bring an ethic of care to how we navigate 
and co-shape the ripples that affect our lives, our 
work, our creative endeavours, or our businesses. 
What would such an ethic rest upon? If streams of 
innovation have the potential to influence anyone 

living anywhere in the world, in both subtle and 
dramatic ways, it is yet more proof that we are all 
inescapably connected in today’s global society. 
This implies that we must learn to be respon-
sible for our impacts in myriad ways we may not 
have even become aware of yet. An ethic of care 
and even caution would, in such a context, seem 
justified, necessary and entirely consonant with 
an emerging understanding of innovation and its 
management as ripples.

Although the questions I have sketched out build 
on my own provisional and personal interpretation 
of ripples – a polysemous concept going through 
its own process of emergence – I can guarantee 
that you are in for a treat. Never afraid to provoke 
and challenge boundaries, our graduating cohort 
has prepared a virtual showcase that will deliver 
precisely the kind of visual, intellectual, personal, 
organisational and philosophical provocation and 
stimulation that these complex times call for. You 
will emerge feeling stretched and refreshed, with a 
renewed sense of possibility and discovery, should 
you choose to take up the invitation to engage 
fully with this year’s show and add your voice to the 
dialogue that it develops.

There are several people I would like to recognise 
and thank for their contributions. First, I would like 
to thank the graduating cohort itself for being a 
constant source of inspiration and challenge for 
the teaching team, and for thereby leaving a strong 
mark on the future evolution of our MA. I wish them 
nothing but the best in the future and hope they 
will remain as active members of our extended 
creative community as alumni. Second, I want to 
wholeheartedly thank Beth Shepherd and 

Claire Healy for excellent project stewardship and 
shared leadership that has gone above and beyond. 
I also wish to sincerely thank our programme leader 
Charlotte Bonham-Carter for her exceptional and 
tireless support throughout this eventful year. Last 
but not least, gratitude is due to our dedicated 
broader teaching team that includes Mimi Nguyen, 
Ghadah Alharthi, John O’Reilly, Ida Telalbasic, 
Paul Sturrock and Jamie Brassett, as well as Iris 
Ben-David and our other highly supportive mentors 
and guest lecturers. 

Finally, as you approach the theme of ripples, 
consider it a potent sensitising device that can 
shake us up just enough to make creative percep-
tion and thought possible again. I leave you with the 
following words from David Bohm (taken from On 
Creativity, p. 19), the physicist and profound theorist 
of human thought: 

Indeed, no really creative transformation can 
possibly be affected by human beings, either in 
nature or in society, unless they are in the crea-
tive state of mind that is generally sensitive to the 
differences that always exist between the observed 
fact and any preconceived ideas, however noble, 
beautiful, and magnificent they may seem to be.

What new perceptions of difference, joys and 
discoveries will Ripples awaken in you?

 

Tuukka Toivonen, PhD (Oxon.) 

Course Leader 
MA Innovation Management, 
Central Saint Martins, UAL
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Reawakening 
the Marketplace
Envisioning marketplace actions for regenerative futures
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Ilaria
Rosini

ilaria.rosini95@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/ilaria-rosini

/ Visual thinker
/ Innovation seeker
/ Business visionary

Every innovation begins 
with a new possibility.
[...] Growing good ideas into possibilities is a 
practice. It is a practice of listening and observing 
for disharmonies and asking what is possible if 
the disharmony could be resolved.”
Denning and Dunham

“

My career began with a BSc in Business 
Administration & Economics in Milan. 
In addition to the curiosity I have about 
all that concerns the managerial world, 
I decided to focus on human capital. 
The desire to explore the managerial 
context from a human-centered point 
of view led me to pursue a Masters 
degree in Innovation Management at 
Central Saint Martins. 

This course has allowed me to add an 
inestimable value of knowledge and 
skills to my repertoire. My strength lies 
in this winning mix: economic notions 
allow me to analyse the problem with an 
objective and pragmatic approach, while 
the humanist disciplines addressing 
innovation enable me not to fear the 
variables presented by human capital.

Which are the most effective actions consumers 
can embrace to reform the current food system, 
in terms of health and sustainability?

My research focuses on how innovation 
management can help consumers 
make more eco-sensitive choices by 
reducing the gap with producers, 
creating awareness about supply chains 
and using incentives to encourage 
sustainable sourcing. With climate 
breakdown threatening the survival of 
numerous species – human, animal and 
plant alike – the issue of food sustain-
ability is pivotal if we are to preserve 

the planet for the coming generations. 
Rekindling a more direct relationship 
with food, built around low-impact 
methods of food production, is one way  
of fostering a more durable relationship 
with the natural world, as well as 
protecting the legacy of traditional 
cultures and local communities built 
around low-impact methods of 
food production.

View on ripples
The aim of my research is to contribute to the innovation practice by 
empowering consumers. The only way to create a virtuous transformation 
is to create ripples within consumers. René Girard, 20th-century French 
anthropologist, analyses how human desire is not a self-created process, but 
rather a collective one. Individuals want things because their peers want 
them, and, as more and more people want something and that commodity 
remains scarce, there is a conflict. He names this phenomenon Mimetic 
Theory and considers it to be natural (Gerard, 1972). What if this theory 
was understood  similarly to  the concept of ripples and was used to create 
virtuous choices? What if any individual could be an innovation manager? 
I believe that we can change an entire system starting from our own choices. 
Ripples, together with empowerment, are a powerful means to make a 
difference. And we need a change... now. 
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Johnny 
Wilkes

wilkesjd@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/jdwilkes

@jonticleer

/ Social innovation
/ Speculative design
/ Food futures
/ Changemaker
/ Psychogeography
/ Flaneurism
/ Discard studies

The success of an intervention 
depends on the interior condition 
of the intervenor.”
Bill O'Brien

“

After completing my studies in philos-
ophy and theology, I spent five years 
working in health and social care 
services in London. In 2017 I left London 
and lived in Bangkok, Athens, São Paulo, 
New York and Mexico City, where I 
participated in various social innovation 
projects including the Amani fellowship.

I was attracted to MA Innovation 
Management because of the way it 

encourages the learning community 
to be wild and experimental with our 
research methods.  

I am the CSM Postgraduate Community 
Ambassador; I have actively participated 
in the production of the Aeffect Journal 
of Innovation Management; and I have 
taken additional classes in photography 
and creative computing.

How can we extend the use of ritual practices 
in food preparation and consumption to food 
disposal practices that nourish our communities?

My research looks at food security in 
cities and how we are responding to 
new challenges around the production 
and distribution of food. I have been 
engaging with communities and organ-
isations that are growing food on green 
roofs, vertical gardens, derelict spaces 
and even underground.

I am also fascinated by the pedestrian 
experience of being in the city and I have 
taken inspiration from writers on psychoge-
ography, speculative design and folklore.

View on ripples
When I think of ripples I see a mesmerising dance of raindrops on the 
surface of the water. I see a similar dance in our urban environment when 
people bustle along making impressions up and down the streets. We have 
been unable to dance in the streets in our current situation and have had 
these recent months as an opportunity to stay home, centre ourselves and 
consider the feelings and intentions we wish to hold close to us. In these new 
moments as we re-enter the urban dance with a new code of practice for 
limiting contact, it will be important to carefully distribute ripples of kindness 
and set intentions that regenerate the surface of our urban dance.

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jdwilkes 
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  Miley
Ho

miley.xj.ho@gmail.com

/ Innovation management 
/ Sustainability
/ Conscious consumerism

In the course of consumption, 
the consumed things cease to 
exist, literally or spiritually.”
Zygmunt Bauman

My passion for, and interest in the 
creative process has been influenced 
by two different factors: growing up 
in China under the influence of the 
Confucian tradition, which emphasises 
collective duty over individualism; and 
the growing influence of Western values 
and globalization. These two cultural 

collisions have played a unique role 
in shaping how I approach and view 
creativity and I believe they give me a 
unique mental geography from which 
to approach process. I am a creative and 
confident entrepreneur with over four 
years work experience in startups.

How can access-based business reshape 
consumerism through business model innovation?

I am deeply passionate about sustain-
ability and innovation and I aim to create 
a positive social impact. I am currently 
researching innovative business models 
that reshape consumerism. The access-
based business model, which has  
revolutionised the transfer of ownership 
in transactions, is capturing the public’s 
attention. In the age of rampant consum-
erism, the access-based business model 
shows the potential of reshaping 

consumerism with its unique char-
acteristics. My research examines the 
problems existing in the current access-
based business models. In combination 
with showing the characteristics and 
problems in the access-based business 
model, my research reveals how to 
establish a new access-based business 
model through business model innova-
tion, so as to reshape consumerism.

View on ripples
Ripples represent the impact an individual can have. A single idea or 
perspective might not change the world, but with the ripples that are created, 
one day this will reach far and wide and cause disruption. 

“
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An interview with artist
Emma Hislop  
Emma Hislop is the current inaugural Artist in Residence with the Ellen MacArthur 
Foundation. During her residency, she is working towards a theatrical production 
described as a ‘Creation semi-fiction for Futurists’ whilst creating the online archive 
of her process, ‘Open Tongue’.

Hislop’s work tethers between an ecological artist practice and environmental research-
based practices. She takes inspiration from sci-fi, hermetic creation narratives and scientific 
research. She is keen to inspire others around the interlacing of science and art, through an 
emerging lens of ontological devices. She describes herself as an amateur meteorologist/
scientific glassblower/self-psychoanalyst in addition to her multi-disciplinary practice. 
She pursues collaboration with experts to unwind and entangle their knowledge with her 
metaphorical perceptions.

Her work has been awarded by the Sustainability in Action Group, Edinburgh Sculpture 
Workshop, Royal Scottish Academy and received funding from Creative Scotland and 
Artists’ Network. Hislop is due to undertake a research grant at the Edinburgh Sculpture 
Workshop later this year and a residency in Assens, Denmark in 2021.

emmahislop.co.uk 
      @hislopemma 
      @ellenmacarthurfoundation

Can you relate the idea of ripples to your 
everyday practice?

I attempt to cause a ripple with my work, I often 
categorise art as a virus, I would say that my work 
strives to be a physical or visual carrier. I am influ-
enced by the prospect of a ripple but also those 
that come into contact with my work. As I research, 
I find serendipitous touchpoints that bring together 
current and past research or ideas. Whenever there 
is an inflection, I know that I am on the right path to 
generate a unique perspective, or continue the trail 
and offer insight into the pre-existing.

What ripples has your work caused, and how 
far-reaching are these?

Does the origin of a ripple ever see it’s waves? Is 
the resonance of my voice aware of its echo? The 
awareness I have of my cause and effect is only 
through conversations, every part of an intercon-
necting web acts as one network. Perhaps I am too 
close to the hyperobject to see what I cause in the 
system, or more likely – knowing my role isn’t 
essential, it’s holding the responsibility of that role 
that matters – even when you can’t see the waves.

What ripples do you want to set in motion that 
you want to see take effect in the future?

I’d like to foster the length of a ripple, if not start a 
new discourse around potential force/unseen pres-
ence. I don’t think this would be a new topic but a 
new facet to the conversation that Jung, Fisher and 
others have paved the way for. Taking this from 
the realm of relevant knowledge into the slightly 
more absurd – allowing for uncensored speculative 
thinking. I aim to create works that resonate and 
have resonance, the echo or vibration from this 
comes from the viewer, it’s up to them to  
perpetuate the wave.

What does it feel like when inspiration hits you? 

It feels like a mistake, like oh, no that must be a 
stupid idea or that I’ve blindly stumbled into a 
library and think I’m the inventor of printed matter. 
Then I pull back and strip away the hubris to try and 
see that natural moment of inspiration, the creation 

of a new idea – impossible to see but easy to feel 
– like describing a unique flavour or sense. I’m over-
whelmed by the realization of the infinite amount of 
work and time that would be needed to recreate or 
demonstrate it. And then I become saddened that it 
could only ever be a replica, which gets me excited 
and frustrated enough to motivate me to start 
work. It’s a very emotional high and low process, 
and genuinely isolating that you could never even 
fathom the language to explain what you feel let 
alone what you are trying to say.

Do ripples come to you or are ripples generated 
from within?

Of course both, I have a fascination with terms and 
phrases I encounter – “gurgling gut” epitomises this. 
From within yet met.

We know that actions cause ripples of all kinds; 
with this in mind, how do you perform care 
through your work?

Taking the frame of ripples to equal what I refer 
to as legacy, all works I make must add to the 
branches of knowledge I am exploring. They must 
foster an open, engaging, diverse and inclusive 
discourse that expands the broader conversation. 
Whether physical, digital or philosophical, they 
must not become ‘trash’ – whether to landfill/waste/
disuse or to become ‘dirty data’/information hierar-
chical loss or flattening/information overload. I do 
this through tackling language and vocabulary – 
attempting to stop terms like waste which are finite 
and cause complete destruction of value. Physically, 
I challenge my works’ afterlife – such as utilizing and 
revaluing broken glass pieces (I am very dyspraxic) 
by breaking the glass down with a stone crusher 
to a sand state and returning this to the sea. Ethi-
cally, I continue to try and educate myself on the 
impact and reach of my work, recognizing my highly 
conceptual practice and constantly shifting its states 
to encounter and engage with different audiences.
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Karina
Tsai

karina.tky@gmail.com  
www.linkedin.com/in/karina-tsai

/ Sustainability 
/ Transdisciplinary design
/ Collaborator
/ Communicator

We think the only answer 
is to shift away from 
the make, use, dispose 
system we are paying the 
price for, to one which is 
truly circular.”
Peter Maddox

“

With my background in marketing, 
branding and communications, I have 
worked with various companies in fields 
like arts, lifestyle, social innovation and 
digital tech in Hong Kong. Regardless of 
the company size, I have always been in 
small teams and had to work creatively 
to manage with limited resources and 

support, whilst communicating across 
different teams and channels.

Innovation management has sharp-
ened my analytical skills and made me 
more open-minded when approaching 
problems. It also provides good training 
in how to stay at ease in times of 
uncertainty and change. 

To what extent can the use of nature-inspired 
new materials in beverage packaging intensify 
consumers’ environmental consciousness for an 
environmentally sustainable consumption practice?

The fact that people are still not 
crushing their water bottles before 
throwing them away irritates me, 
however when you put this into a larger 
context, it shows how single-use plastic 
packaging has been widely treated with 
an irresponsible attitude.

My research explores the relationship 
between humans, non-humans and 
the environment, in terms of environ-
mental sustainability, with nature-in-
spired materials being the medium to 

bridge the gap. I explore to what extent 
new materials might form alternative 
packaging that can influence people’s 
consumption behaviour towards bottled 
beverages, for a more sustainable 
practice that might ultimately eliminate 
single-use plastic packaging. 

This research was also inspired by the 
work of my practice, Blooming Reality 
(bloomingreality.com), an innovation 
and design studio that works on various 
human-centric experiments.

Ripples are creators of uncertainty and opportunities, that challenge 
humankind to be flexible and employ a creative process. No one can predict 
how things will be affected by the ripples caused by the Covid-19 pandemic 
and what future world they are leading us towards.

Ripples are historical references, allowing us to trace back and make future 
decisions based upon them. With ethics and care, humankind could learn 
from ripples that didn’t really take effect and make better choices based on 
these insights.

Ripples could be effects derived from a single good intention that results 
in global change – just like we have seen in the example of the creation of 
plastic as packaging. Plastic is now overused and contributes to climate 
emergency issues. Now, as innovation managers, we should look to create 
ripples that aim to remedy this historical error. 

View on ripples
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Tirada (Katie)
Charanwong

tirada.katie@gmail.com

/ Brand designer 
/ Visual communication strategist
/ Organic movement enthusiast
/ Sustainability advocate

The plants and animals on Earth…
cannot be understood in isolation…
it is nonsense to seek within the 
compass needle itself, the reason 
why it always points to the north…
Just as we have to look at the whole Earth when we want to 
explain how a compass needle behaves, so must we also consult 
the whole universe when it comes to understanding plants”
Rudolf Steiner

“

My attraction to innovation developed 
during the years working at my family’s 
organic food business in Thailand. Given 
my solid background in architecture 
and experience in design-related work, 
I noticed the absence of creativity and 
innovation in many aspects concerning 
the company’s business, including 
management, sales and marketing 

strategies and the incorporation of 
design-focused products. Therefore, 
I decided to study MA Innovation 
Management at CSM, which has 
broadened my horizons and helped me 
perceive the potential of combining 
innovation and management through 
unconventional means.

What are the practical strategies in the 
diffusion of the biodynamic approach, in respect 
of evolving consumption behaviours and 
sustainable agricultural practice?

Whilst still a niche market, recent 
organic and sustainability trends have 
presented many valuable opportuni-
ties for sustainable agriculture. In light 
of this, leading companies worldwide 
have emerged as new competitors to 
my family business, as they pour in 
research and development funding, 
penetrating this premium segment to 
obtain substantial market share. As a 
medium-sized, family-owned company, 
we are unable to directly compete with 
these big corporations; therefore, our 
necessity to innovate and diversify our 

products and business is prominent. 
Given that the company is a manufac-
turer and producer, I am accustomed 
to both organic agriculture and produc-
tion, as well as their relevant approaches. 
My research aims to explore the viability 
of innovative approaches, including 
biodynamic implementation in both 
the agriculture and food and beverage 
industries. The application of these 
unconventional methods could poten-
tially disrupt businesses in food-related 
sectors with the likes of organic, vegan 
and fairtrade movements. 

View on ripples
Falling water droplets can signify the activities performed in every part of our 
daily routines. Our actions influence future events, similar to the ripple effect 
that appears when the droplets reach the water’s surface. These movements 
are reminiscent of the disruption of traditional business through emerging 
innovation and technology. 
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Maria 
Iragorri

mariairagorri93@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/maria-iragorri-3b0842127

@flying.mariposa 

/ Could-be scenarios
/ The ethics of the sense of touch
/ The sustainability of everything
/ Skin
/ Relationships to nature

As Picasso stated, ‘art is the lie 
that helps us to see the truth’. 
This aphorism fits both art and science, since each in 
its own way seeks power through elegance. But this 
inspired distortion is only a technique of thinking and 
communication. There is a still more basic similarity: both 
are enterprises of discovery. And the binding force lies in 
our biology and in our relationship to other organisms.”
Edward O. Wilson

“

I studied Law in Bogotá, where I 
graduated as a qualified lawyer. I worked 
as a pro-bono legal representative of 
victims and defendants, in research 
and academic projects on the right 
to freedom of expression across Latin 
America. Additionally, I worked in private 
and corporate law. I also lead editorial 
and magazine projects about culture, 

law and society, trying to integrate all 
these themes in a creative way. 
However, I had always wanted to pair my 
analytical and critical knowledge with a 
creative mindset. Hence, I came to CSM 
to study MA Innovation Management, 
in order to be able to solve complex 
issues using creative team work as 
the best methodology. 

How can the sense of touch create a more 
ethical relationship between nature and the 
skincare industries?

 Ethical innovation in the skincare 
industry has been mainly concerned 
with packaging and botanical references 
to plants. Additionally, the industry 
continues to have a monothematic 
purpose: to beautify. In this sense, the 
industry has missed important oppor-
tunities to innovate and create more 
ethical practices that invite imagination 

to create could-be relationships with 
how we consume nature. My research 
question aims to highlight how the 
exploration of the sense of touch within 
the skincare industry could inspire 
other ethical and caring relationships 
between the industry and nature.

Ripples can be about letting go. We don't really know the shape or duration 
of a ripple, and some disappear relatively fast. The effect of a ripple is what 
lasts, not the ripple itself. So, I think it's worth asking WHAT is the 'water 
droplet' that causes the ripples? HOW are ripples caused? and WHAT in turn 
is then caused by the ripples? Further, worth considering is the Aeffect in 
ripples… the affect and the effect coming into a single phenomenon.

View on ripples

http://www.linkedin.com/in/maria-iragorri-3b0842127/ 
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Sarah 
Habib

sarah.yasmeen.habib@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/sarahhabib

/ Pensions
/ Fintech
/ Circular economies 
/ Digital

Development does not 
start with goods: 
it starts with people 
and their education.” 
E.F Schumacher

“

Curious by nature and explorative by 
mind, MA Innovation Management 
at Central Saint Martins was a natural 
fit for me. Coming from a history, 
politics and tech background, I chose 
this masters with a desire to sharpen 
my academic research methods and 

to distil my own personal innovation 
process. Not only did I master my 
process, but also the fundamental 
importance of philosophical approaches 
of care and ethics when starting any 
innovation process. 

To what extent can futures methodologies be 
utilised to reimagine pension service models in 
order to create continuous positive effects for 
the environment, in a post pandemic world?

I have focused my research on circular 
economies and finance, writing on the 
ethics and philosophies of footwear 
in fintechs and incumbents. Since 
Covid-19 struck, I have been funneling 

my research into creating new method-
ologies, which can be used to reimagine 
financial systems for a circular economy 
based post pandemic world. 

Ripples occur with everything we do, every action we take causes ripples. 
Creating care within these ripples is of paramount importance in my 
practice. We can not predict the future but if all innovation starts with a 
solid foundation in care, it can’t stray too far afield. 

View on ripples
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Regenerating 
Fashion Circles
Creating a call to action to shift fashion systems
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Faith
Johnson

www.linkedin.com/in/faith-johnson-2338a533

/ Fashion
/ Social entrepreneurship
/ Community development 

To create a big ripple 
effect, stop keeping 
yourself a secret.”
Fabienne Fredrickson

“

I am a social entrepreneur and founder 
of educational charity Caramel Rock. My 
mission is to empower young people 
and support them into working in 
fashion, creating a level playing field for 
all, addressing diversity in the industry, 
socially and culturally. I have featured 
on a number of different panels and 
boards at an executive level in and out 
of the fashion industry, and have also 
worked within manufacturing and 
fashion production. My experience has 

allowed me to speak at a wide range of 
events and conferences from the ‘Make 
it Global’ event held at the London 
Transport Museum to ‘TedX’ hosted at 
the Siemens Crystal building. I am also a 
guest speaker at the Women’s Business 
Centre in London supporting entrepre-
neurs to develop their business ideas, 
and have sat on the dragon’s den panel 
for the ‘Peter Joan’s Academy’ during 
entrepreneur week.

How can purpose, identity and belief influence 
and form a branding model to engage and 
acquire religious female shoppers?

I am working with branding to manage 
a shift in the use of faith in branding. 
This in turn will foster opportunities for a 
ripple effect in the way Christian fashion 
brands choose to market. This will be 
done through models of marketing and 
branding and the grouping together of 
marketing innovations, for Pentecostal 

Christians to introduce a new way of 
marketing which has not been done 
before and bring about marketing inno-
vation for this particular faith group. My 
research has allowed me to explore and 
notice a new opportunity for a market 
whilst the current fashion marketplace 
is so saturated with many online brands.

View on ripples
All it takes is one step at a time. One flicker. One movement can create an 
everlasting effect. Ripples can be created with a small action or step. Creating 
an effect that can continue for generations to come
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Farah 
Marafie

www.linkedin.com/in/farahmarafie

/ Fashion
/ Creative problem solving
/ Future systems

We work because its 
a chain reaction, each 
subject leads to the next.”
Charles Eames

“

I am a fashion designer. After practising 
as a designer for a few years, I chose 
MA Innovation Management to challenge 
my way of thinking. I am happy I can 
now apply what I have learned from the 
MA back to my experience as a creative 
practitioner and I feel that this 

experience has made me more 
passionate about my work than I was 
before. I plan on launching my own 
fashion line at the end of this year and I 
am currently  thinking about how I can 
push forward towards the next level of 
innovation in fashion. 

How should companies adapt to the changing 
consumer climate and what are the implications 
for business modelling and innovation in 
launching new brands?

I am currently conducting various 
studies on consumer behaviours and 
trends. I am questioning how social 
media today might be beneficial or 
harmful for companies; specifically 
fashion companies. I am asking what 
it means to engage with an audience 

online/offline; what can companies offer 
the community that they have now 
built other than offering products to 
buy? Innovative solutions are needed as 
corporate consumer culture continues 
to shift towards meaningful and 
heartfelt messaging.

We can see a new future ahead with all the change that is happening right 
now. These changes are creating ripples and I just can’t wait to see this new 
chapter unfold. 

View on ripples
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Jamie
Lim

jamielim.twjd@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/jamie-lin-360486a1

/ Social innovation
/ Sustainable strategy
/ Resource allocation
/ Reciprocal partnership

Social innovation thrives on 
collaboration; on doing things 
with others, rather than just to 
them or for them:
hence the great interest in new ways of using the 
web to ‘crowdsource’ ideas, or the many experiments 
involving users in designing services.”
Geoff Mulgan

“

As a person with a curious mind who is 
educated in textile and clothing design, 
I’m always fascinated by trend forecasts 
and sustainable development in design 
and business. Having acquired industry 
experience by working in fashion 
sourcing and various apparel sectors as a 
designer and brand manager, I realised 
there’s a need for me to be a fearless 
problem solver in order to manage the 
complexity of designing ecological and 

economic systems for the future. During 
my studies at CSM on the MA Innova-
tion Management course, I’ve not only 
boosted my creative thinking with the 
capacity to handle uncertainties and 
challenges, but my mental flexibility has 
also developed through the innovation 
process with internal and external collab-
orations – opening a door that led me to 
a higher level of perception where I could 
see the world with a broader mind.

How can social innovations and the reciprocity 
principle assist fashion enterprises in creating 
a win-win solution to sustain a business while 
improving young designers’ career prospects?

With a passion for sustainable design 
and creative entrepreneurship, my 
research is centred in finding effective 
business strategies for creative busi-
nesses that help improve consumers 
and producers lives more sustainably. 
As part of my research I’ve been 
analysing business models to find out 
more about questions such as: to what 

extent would social innovations in busi-
ness development make an effective 
impact on society and bring change? 
and is there a reciprocal business model 
that may bridge gaps to create the 
virtuous circle? I’m looking forward to 
bringing my findings to my future career 
with Blooming Reality, a studio I have 
co-founded in the field of design and 
innovation management.

View on ripples
What ripples means to me is: a dynamic state that converts every conviction 
and/or any small movement from each person into an evolutionary alteration. 
As we live in a turbulent world that is full of uncertainties, some questions 
might have popped into our mind a hundred times, such as: “What 
challenges could the world present to me? How might others respond to my 
actions?” (Schwartz, 1996) Whilst doubting what we have perceived, we plant 
the seeds of future opportunity. With ripples in a wireless world, one’s thought 
can resonate with one’s concern quicker than ever, blending and generating 
the energy that leads to resilience, innovation, and forms the power of social 
change, collectively. As Mother Teresa said: “I alone cannot change the world, 
but I can cast a stone across the waters to create many ripples”. 
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An interview with 
sustainable fashion researcher

Aniela Wieruszeska
Aniela is a designer, researcher, and full-time sustainable fashion advocate at 
the University of the Arts Centre for Sustainable Fashion. 

Aniela’s work is concerned with fashion as an expression of emotion. She researches fashion 
to express collective and individual identities, as well as to communicate and relate them 
to each other in order to understand and map possibilities for more satisfactory futures.  

Her works include, ‘I’m not feeling the fashion thing’ – An emotional couture project that 
captures thoughts and feelings of individuals throughout the contemporary Covid-19 
pandemic and ‘Diamonds are Whatever’ – a speculative design hybrid between a lab 
and a tailor-made retail experience. 

      anielafidlerwieruszewska.com 
      www.dezeen.com/2020/06/26/aniela-fidler-wieruszewska-lab-grown-diamonds-design

Can you relate the idea of ripples to your 
everyday practice?

Definitely, I can see three main ripple categories 
that affect my practice.

First, I’m convinced that my practice and interests 
are a product of the ‘zeitgeist’ – the social, economic 
and environmental circumstances of our time; 
a selection of big splashes that create waves that we 
all can experience, often collectively.  

Second, my personal circumstances, individual past, 
present choices and content I choose to expose 
myself to, impact my perception of the world. It’s a 
ripple caused by my birth, which defines who I am 
now – a collection of my experiences/waves.

The third is related to emotions. I often observe 
emotional dynamics – the verbal and nonverbal 
communication and experience of them, existing 
within interactions – ripples. Situations and 
emotions they cause often ripple across many rela-
tional connections, which are woven through the 
tsunami of our daily actions. 

The above are very complex and intertwined. They 
affect our behaviour and value systems, which I 
intend to explore and map through my work.  

What ripples has your work caused, and how 
far-reaching are these?

I use my work to find and develop my voice, and I 
hope to inspire others to be critical towards their 
beliefs and so-called status quo. From my perspec-
tive, the most important ripple I caused so far is 
my personal transformation. It’s in my nature to be 
working with many different ideas and experiments, 
but it was always difficult for me to accept the possi-
bility of failure and humiliation. Not so now. Healing 
my worried ego was the biggest splash I caused 
within myself. Since, I’m open to play, connect, learn 
and create bigger waves with others and the reach 
of that is difficult to measure – probably far!

What ripples do you want to set in motion that 
you want to see take effect in the future?

I want to experience and develop collective ways of 
making fashion. Through my practice, I’m looking 
at the means of communicating a multiplicity of 

stories through clothing. I want to work on a project, 
which will expose the defining power of the narra-
tive behind our perceptions of fashion and give 
more people power to recognise the narrow story-
telling-marketing strategies behind products they 
desire. I want to work towards togetherness, collec-
tive mental health and an increase of empathy – I 
can imagine that being a worthwhile splash. 

What does it feel like when inspiration hits you? 
Do ripples come to you or are ripples generated 
from within?

I don’t have one way of getting inspired. I’m always 
involved in one or more projects, either personal or 
work related, and they usually give birth to another. 
That is a ripple. Having an idea feels great, but I 
believe that it’s more about what you will do with 
it than how you experience its arrival. I used to get 
very excited about new concepts, and the side 
effect was the fear of not managing expectations 
of my own imagination. For me, the ripple is in the 
process, in people you meet, thoughts they will lead 
you to and the decisions and changes you decide 
to make. And it’s crucial to find the strength within 
you to cause it by throwing the idea out of your 
brain into action.

We know that actions cause ripples of all kinds; 
with this in mind how do you perform care 
through your work?

Part of my work process is to sleep a minimum 
of seven to eight hours a night and consciously, 
regularly disconnect myself from the Internet. I 
also meditate, track my feelings, and try to run a 
few times a week. I believe that to grow as a person 
you need to have self-awareness, build healthy 
connections, push your boundaries, and do work 
beyond your comfort zone; you need to maintain a 
solid base through regular self-care. I found that the 
ultimate ripple effect of nurturing yourself is confi-
dence, power to face uncertainty, peace of mind 
and strength to be there for others too.

https://anielafidlerwieruszewska.com/
https://www.dezeen.com/2020/06/26/aniela-fidler-wieruszewska-lab-grown-diamonds-design/
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Ji Ji
www.linkedin.com/in/ji-ji-338817175

/ Fashion and art 
/ Collaboration
/ Branding
/ Value creation

I don’t think of it as straddling 
between art and commerce.
I think of it as a changing line.”
Haruki Murakami

“

I am a graphic designer and innovator. 
Before coming to London, I worked 
in the graphic design industry for five 
years, which made me very sensitive to 
graphics and colours. I love to record my 
life by creating illustrations and designs. 
Now I’m here in London, about to finish 
the MA in Innovation Management 
at CSM. The experience has enabled 
incredible growth: combining the imag-
ination of a designer and the logical 

thinking of an innovation manager.

I like crazy ideas and breaking bound-
aries. In the past two years my biggest 
learning has been: when you think 
about an issue, consider what caused 
it. Thinking from a broader perspective 
will give you more ideas. It is important 
to firmly believe in your interests and 
use your passion to follow them, this can 
make the seemingly impossible possible! 

How can fashion and art be innovatively integrated 
to enable emerging fashion brands to succeed?

My research is about fashion, art and 
branding. I explore how finding the 
unique identity of emerging fashion 
brands is key to attracting consumers 
and gaining popularity. As a good 
partner of fashion, art often plays an 
important role in establishing a brand’s 
own unique language.

This phenomenon triggered much 
cooperation between artists and fashion 
brands in the implementation of retail 
experiences. In this regard, the ques-
tion of whether these attempts bring 
competitive advantages and create 

sustainable values for fashion brands is 
worthy of discussion.

My biggest insight was that art is 
playing a friendly and cooperative role 
in the field of fashion, and bringing 
attractive opportunities to emerging 
fashion brands showing themselves in 
the market. The participation of artists 
in this process should not be ignored, 
because their contributions not only 
provide brands with unique character-
istics but also allow people to access art 
concepts in different contexts.

For me, new futures bring the potential of change and improvement. As 
we take actions and try to influence different fields towards new futures, 
dynamic ripples are ever spreading. Cross-boundary cooperation exists in 
various fields, such as fashion, art and technology, and I think there will be 
even more and deeper cooperation in the future, as ripples spread, change 
and merge together.

View on ripples
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Julie
Wöhl

juliewoehl@t-online.de                                   
www.linkedin.com/in/julie-wöhl-44b075146

/ Social entrepreneurship
/ Value system change
/ Creative solutions

We are apt to think of clothes 
as we do of our bodies and so 
to appropriate them that they 
become perhaps more than 
any of our other possessions, 
a part of ourselves (…)”
Elizabeth Hurlock

“

I come from a managerial background 
with a BSc in International Manage-
ment, completed in Cologne, Germany. 
This equipped me with the right tools 
to navigate through business chal-
lenges and gave me an overview of 
how different cultural economic areas 
function. However, I have always been 
intrigued to study in an arts and design 

environment to approach these chal-
lenges with a different view. MA Inno-
vation Management has broadened my 
horizons in unimaginable ways and I am 
now ready to think more creatively, take 
the risk to experiment and see uncer-
tainty as a unique opportunity in the 
business and creative world. 

How can insights on clothing use practices and 
design for sustainability inform social change in 
the fashion industry?

My research revolves around how we 
can investigate fashion consumption 
behaviour beyond purchasing decisions. 
One of the most pressing contemporary 
challenges is how to promote sustain-
able fashion practices by shifting from a 
growth to a use logic. I am looking into 

the underlying values that lead to more 
sustainable clothing usage behaviour. 
These insights will further inform a 
collaborative approach between fashion 
consumers and fashion designers to 
lead to a better fashion system, reducing 
excessive production and consumption. 

View on ripples
The key to innovation is to look at things differently, instead of creating ideas 
from thin air. This is what the concept of ripples in innovation is about. We 
have to look at the small details to innovate creatively. Just as a raindrop 
creates ripples when it touches a larger water surface, it is these small 
impacts of a really tiny movement that can create wide reaching impacts and 
can open up the space for various opportunities for change. Paying attention 
to the many layers of innovation challenges – to generate new insights 
and suggest new ways of thinking and doing – is needed for the future of 
innovation management. 
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Minyi 
Zhang

minyizhang@hotmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/minyizhang-stella

/ Fashion startup
/ Digital marketing innovation
/ Augmented reality
/ Technology
/ Consumer engagement

Don’t let innovation stop, 
because this could be the 
window of opportunity.”
Doug Stephens

“

I’m a footwear designer and creative 
thinker who is passionate about 
bringing new changes to traditional 
fashion business.

My love for fashion, and especially for 
accessories, brought me to the Beijing 
Institute of Fashion Technology where 
I studied BA Fashion Accessory Design. 
Working for a startup footwear brand as 

a designer and brand operator enabled 
me to widen my horizons and gain 
experience in collaboration and prob-
lem-solving. The MA Innovation Manage-
ment course then enabled me to see 
things differently and to question the 
“usual”. I enjoy taking on challenges and 
trying to respond with creative solutions.

How could fashion startups use Augmented 
Reality filters as digital marketing innovation to 
improve consumer engagement and increase 
brand awareness?

Building a startup is an uncertain 
adventure towards the unknown, 
especially in the highly-competitive 
fashion industry, where many emerging 
players are struggling to survive. I have 
always been amazed by how technology 
brings new opportunities to traditional 
industry. By increasing the consumer 
engagement rate with the help of 
technology, fashion startups are able to 

enhance their brand recognition and 
find a sustainable growth path.

My research explores the potential 
opportunity of using Augmented 
Reality (AR) technology to pursue 
digital marketing innovation for fashion 
startups to increase their consumer 
engagement; and considers how they 
could manage this innovation process 
within their organisations.

View on ripples
As a researcher, I’m roused by inspiration and my passions. This feeling drives 
me to think, to create, to respond to and to echo the ripples I observe. 
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Reimagining 
Organisational Waves
Reconceptualising work practices to nurture contemporary cultures
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Aishwarya 
Murali

www.linkedin.com/in/aishwarya-murali

/ Indigenous knowledge
/ Storytelling
/ Organisational management

We cannot solve our 
problems with the same 
thinking we used when 
we created them.”
Albert Einstein

“

When I first started to lean towards 
learning design, I pursued my Bachelors 
in product design and was curious to 
learn more. I went on to work as a creative 
and graphic designer in e-commerce and 
felt something was missing. As a person, 

I was passionate to solve real problems, 
manage complexities and learn about 
various cultures and traditions and 
therefore found MA Innovation Manage-
ment as a perfect fit. 

How can we elicit storytelling in an organisation 
through learning from an indigeneous method/art? 

I was always intrigued by traditional 
methods and exploring indigenous 
knowledge. Therefore I used my MA 
research as an opportunity to find the 
potential of cultures and apply the 
knowledge in today’s organisations. I 
am currently exploring indigenous art, 
examining age-old art forms that have 
been practiced by our ancestors and 
are rich in culture and traditions. I am 
applying knowledge from indigenous 
storytelling to build frameworks that 

enhance storytelling in organisations. 
Kolam as an art is capable of breaking 
down complex patterns into various 
similar, simpler patterns. This character 
of kolam can be used to experiment and 
recognise patterns of stories. This helps 
get a holistic view of a workflow and can 
be a significant factor in altering how 
stories are looked at in today’s organ-
isations that so often follow a linear 
method of capturing stories.

It is an unprecedented time, and we constantly hear talk on how to navigate 
it, how we can overcome challenges and so on. What we need to notice here 
is how our actions can impact another person’s actions. How do we trigger 
a ripple or start a new one? By studying this, we become more aware of the 
environment we are in and how we are part of a connected world! 

View on ripples

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aishwarya-murali/
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Andrea
Santese

andrea.santex@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/asantese

/ Curiosity
/ Management
/ Organizational culture
/ Complexity

The important thing is not to 
stop questioning.
Curiosity has its own reason for existing. One cannot 
help but be in awe when he contemplates the mysteries 
of eternity, of life, of the marvelous structure of reality. 
It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of 
this mystery every day.”
Albert Einstein

“

As a product designer and critical 
thinker, I like to develop my intellectual 
curiosity and I always try to go beyond 
boundaries. Research, curiosity and 
reading are my tools to explore the 
world. I am always looking for results 
through searching for new discoveries 

and exceptional challenges that can 
put my skills to the test. MA Innovation 
Management has allowed me to expand 
my understanding of this process 
leading me to question how a culture of 
curiosity might benefit companies.

Curiosity at an organisational level: a qualitative 
analysis to discover how to foster innovation and 
idea generation. How could managers embrace a 
culture of curiosity in order to improve innovation 
and research processes?

How could managers embrace a culture 
of curiosity in order to improve inno-
vation and research processes? So far, 
psychology and management scholars 
have highlighted the importance of 
curiosity as a core element of research 
and innovation processes. My research 
aims to combine the emerging critical 
perspective of studies in psychology 
and management practices to develop 

a framework that aims to build a culture 
of curiosity at an organisational level. 
Specifically, I argue that in creative and 
researching processes a culture of curiosity 
within the company can be exploited as 
a method that leads to an improvement 
of psychological flow towards exploration, 
reinforcing connections and improving the 
overall quality of the workplace to boost 
idea generation and engagement with 
the work environment.

The accelerated growth of our times requires us to embrace change 
constantly. Everytime something affects us or we affect something, that 
action, similarly to a ripple, slowly modifies stagnation, creating new shapes 
and forms. The more we change, the more ripples will be part of us. As 
innovation managers, we need to be masters of change, understanding and 
embracing it requires us to understand the importance of ripples. 

View on ripples

https://www.linkedin.com/in/asantese/
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Ayushi
Agrawal

www.linkedin.com/in/ayushi-agrawal-130560118

/ Creative strategies
/ Innovation management
/ Speculative thinking

If we don’t have the words, we 
cannot have the thought.”
George Orwell

“

Before coming to London, I was working 
at a world-renowned luxury brand – 
Amrapali Jewels – where my identity 
was fluid, oscillating between working 
with clients and artisans. I explored 
the boundaries of market research 
and trend analysis, developed innova-
tive design briefs, sourced gemstones, 
managed sustainable product develop-
ment and created interactive presenta-
tions for storytelling. Due to the fluidity 

in the work environment, I became 
curious about interconnected relation-
ships and their effect on process and 
outcome. MA Innovation Management 
helped me direct my curiosity towards 
learning by doing. I was born and raised 
in Rajasthan, India, a state known for its 
cultural and architectural wonders, and 
have grown to become detail oriented, 
valuing both human skills and resources. 

How can language help in accessing social dark 
matter for managing innovation?

I began my research journey by specu-
lating the existence of social dark-matter 
affecting innovation management. It’s 
a metaphor adopted from a discovery 
in the field of astrophysics. Dark matter 
is a fundamental mass in the universe 
that does not absorb or emit light but 
is only observable through its effect. I 
am seeking to acknowledge the role of 
unknown-unknowns in an innovation 

context. The adoption of a scientific 
term in my research journey helped 
me learn at the intersection of different 
disciplines. As a reflective practitioner, 
I’ve now realised the role of language in 
shaping our thoughts, and am pres-
ently interested in exploring language 
as a tool to uncover the unknowns for 
managing innovation. 

Time is marching on and the trick is to keep pace with the waves. Waves 
that originate from the actions of individuals but travel to interact with 
others. These others could be living beings like humans and birds or non-
living entities like mountains, sunshine or a myth. We can engage with the 
unexpectedness and harmony in repetitions by narrating stories of ripples 
that are cacophonous, congested, politicised, and also joyful.

View on ripples

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ayushi-agrawal-130560118/
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Carolina 
Gomez

carolina.gomcortes@gmail.com
www.carolinagomezco.com
www.linkedin.com/in/mcgc

/ Purpose-driven innovation
/ Speculative thinking
/ Sensemaking methodologies

The world was so recent 
that many things lacked 
names, and in order to 
indicate them it was 
necessary to point.”
Gabriel García Márquez, 100 Years of Solitude

“

I’m a hybrid practitioner at the intersec-
tion of quantitative structured analysis 
and messier creative processes; giving 
place to a transdisciplinary approach 
including business strategy, philos-
ophy, literature and design. I’m driven 
to develop new products and services. 
I draw on a variety of experiences 
and skill sets in my work, including 
human-centered design, strategic fore-
sight and quantitative analysis.

Prior to coming to London, I worked for 
over five years as a product manager 

within the Latin American retail industry 
helping to craft and improve relevant 
and empathetic products. This expe-
rience strengthened my business, 
strategic and commercial acumen and 
increased my understanding of local 
and regional markets and consumers. 
Since 2019 I’ve been part of Women 
in Innovation as a fellow; my work has 
led me to work towards the advance-
ment of women to become world-class 
leaders, disruptive thinkers, and the 
change-makers of today and tomorrow.

How could Magical Realism be rooted into 
organisations to generate a culture of innovation?

With a curious and inquisitive mind, 
I’m attracted to understanding human 
experiences and social dynamics and 
their constant evolution. I look forward to 
contributing within business contexts to 
unlock problems and promote imagi-
nation in order to develop product and 
service strategies that are human and 
planet centered. My approach to innova-
tion is focused on processes of creation, 
experimentation and risk.  

Thus, my research digs into various 
disciplines as an approach to unlock 
imagination within organisational 

settings. Reimagining a more sustain-
able future is a crucial concern that the 
present beholds. Within my research, 
I present Magical Realism as a creative 
tool and further develop this into a 
methodology which seeks to promote 
imagination and purpose-driven innova-
tion approaches. My work provides busi-
ness practitioners with the chance to 
engage with complex global challenges 
related to uncertainty and possible 
futures through participative and 
imaginative processes. 

As an innovation management researcher I position the practice of 
innovation as an act of generating change. Any change that takes place 
requires both a human and planetary engagement in order to make it 
happen. In this sense, ripples represent a response to those changes that 
take place and alter normality and behaviours.

View on ripples
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An interview with innovation strategist
CiCi Baxter
Cici is currently an innovation strategist at The Upside, an innovation consultancy based 
in London, with a mission to create upsides (positive impact) in the world. Her journey 
has seen her work in startups across London, creative schools in Brazil, and as a graphic 
designer. Her personal mission is to create desirable futures and her hope is to see more 
empathy and humility in the world.

Can you relate to the idea of ripples in your 
everyday practice?

Definitely, I can relate to the idea of ripples in my 
everyday practice. I think you can look at this from 
different perspectives, I’m just going to speak of two 
that come straight to mind. 

The first; I think an idea is like a seed, a domino or 
like a ripple. You can express that idea, and even if 
it isn’t something that the client or the project goes 
for, it could initiate something else, it can spark 
something in somebody else, create a completely 
different idea that you wouldn’t have imagined. By 
all means you can always return back to that ripple 
and initial idea at another time, it’s never really lost. 
So I think that’s interesting, and really important – 
to have the ability and the openness and really the 
courage to share some of those ideas that you have, 
even if you think they might be stupid, someone 
else can take them and build upon them, and make 
them beautiful. That’s the beauty that lies in collab-
oration, and creating a safe space within a team 
to share these incredible things called ideas, that 
create ripple effects.

Then secondly, I see ripples present in my everyday 
life when I think about bringing an intention to my 

work. I think it’s also so important, if you practice 
‘envisioning’ your day, you try to put yourself in a 
positive mindset and think: ‘Okay, this is gonna 
go well’, or think about something in a positive 
framework, and be open to change, the outcome 
can be surprising. I think it also doesn’t just affect 
your work but it affects the people you work with 
– energy doesn’t lie, and an intention can change 
how the whole day is kind of lived and breathed. 
Your intention creates those ripple effects.

What ripples has your work caused and how far 
reaching are these?

I love this question and I think it even attaches onto 
the question before in terms of ripple effects etc. 
How far reaching are these ripples? Hmmm, so a 
project that I had the privilege of working on last 
year, or maybe even the year before, was a project 
with a global sports brand, and they were looking at 
some of the barriers that women face when trying 
to do sport. One of those was considering women 
that live in cities and the increasing amount of air 
pollution, we were looking especially in the east, 
and countries that wear masks, or even looking to 
the future and thinking about what a mask would 
look like if this brand was going to create it. 

Anyway, we put a lot of research & work into it, but 
unfortunately the project was paused and deprior-
itised. But now, during Covid-19 that research was 
used whilst they were researching how they were 
going to create their mask which they launched 
a few days ago, which was really great in terms of 
ripples, because that work has now created that 
mask, which is now in thousands of peoples homes. 
When I received one the other day, it was a truly 
beautiful moment, to believe our thinking had an 
input into that. I think it’s always amazing to see the 
live product, or idea come to life. That’s definitely 
one of the projects or pieces of work I can think of 
that had far-reaching ripples.

What ripples do you see occurring in the future?

In terms of ripples I see occurring in the future, 
I think a lot of what is happening now will really 
affect us in the future, it’s already affecting us. 
I think it will change and challenge so many 
systems and structures, maybe it won’t change 
everything, but it will challenge. And I think it’s 
up to various individuals on how they choose to 
respond, whether it’s in their work life or in their 
relationships, or their relationship with themselves, 
with their homes, with their cities, with the global 
community, with health. And I think that’s not only 
for Covid right now, but also what’s happening with 
the Black Lives Matter movement, I think that is 
creating ripple effects. Many communities around 
the world are seeing this, it’s very close to home and 
very close to various countries, realities and systems; 
racism that is structural and is within so much of 
society. So I think in terms of ripples, that will occur 
and continue to occur, which is so needed right now.

What does it feel like when a ripple of inspiration 
hits you?

Wow, what a question. I love it. I think really, the way 
I would describe it is, there’s definitely a feeling of 
excitement. And I think the way that I’m learning 
that my mind works is I like to connect dots, think 
fast, and have ideas in many directions. So, if I am 
going to use the analogy of throwing a rock into 
water, when that first impact happens, that excite-
ment hits, then those ripples start to naturally occur, 
a string of ideas or various other ideas come up. 

I think there’s also a feeling of hope, and a feeling 
of interconnectivity in the way that you kind of 
have this bird’s eye view perspective when you are 
in that mindset, you get to almost come out of 
the mundane and see something from a different 
perspective and see it for what it is. I think it just 
makes me feel connected to the world around me, 
connected to something, to a source of creativity. 
I believe it’s like a muscle, you have to build it and 
a lot of the time, these ideas come from random 
explorations and meanderings. It might be from 
listening to a random podcast, seeing something, 
hearing something, it can come from anywhere, 
but it’s just being open to it and kind of, you know, 
being able to have that kind of background data or 
almost like this storage that you have in your mind 
that you’re able to connect things. I think that is 
really special and kind of magical to experience.

Actions cause ripples of any kind, how do you 
action care into your work?

Something that I try to do to action care is to 
question & challenge. I think each one of us has our 
own voice, our own stories, each one of us has that 
responsibility of bringing your perspective and story 
to the table. And if you have a seat at a table, it’s also 
being aware of that, and being conscious that there 
may be many other voices and perspectives that are 
not being heard. 

I think many of our structures were built with the 
eyes and tools of the past, and mostly that has been 
white eyes, and white male tools, it’s also very much 
dated. So much of business terminology is manu-
facturing based, education systems based on the 
industrial revolution, it’s all old, not everything is 
broken - but a lot of it is. So I believe you need to ask 
those questions, and really take note to not accept 
what you see, even if it was in your MBA textbook. 
So I try to challenge and question, and make sure to 
try and open my eyes, heart and mind to the other 
people that I share this world with. I think that is 
the care I’d like to see in the workplace, so I try to 
do that. My favourite question is why?; simple but it 
gets you places.
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Daniel
Ramos

danielramos133@gmail.com
www.danielramos.work 

www.linkedin.com/in/danielramos133

/ Atemporal innovation
/ Meaningful innovation
/ Critical design

The absence of time does not 
mean that everything is frozen 
and unmoving.
It means that the incessant happening that wearies the 
world is not ordered along a timeline, is not measured 
by a gigantic tick-tocking. It does not even form a four-
dimensional geometry. It is a boundless and disorderly 
network of quantum events.”
Carlo Rovelli, The Order of Time

“

I am a firm believer that innovation 
emerges in unexpected places, but only 
once we are open to navigating the 
unknown. Contrary to the fast-paced 
society in which we live, this innovation 
journey involves pausing instead of 
rushing, decelerating instead of speed-
ing-up. Only then can we take the time 
to sense and notice the unseen; the 
desired “unknown-unknown”. 

For over three years I have practiced 
service design, brand design and 
business model development. Working 
alongside multi-disciplinary teams, 

I have brought value to projects for busi-
nesses and entrepreneurs, helping them 
to develop, adopt and implement innova-
tive strategies. More recently, I have had 
the pleasure to work with Arts Students’ 
Union, LSE Students’ Union and Landsec 
where I have grown professionally.

My main learning from the MA Innova-
tion Management course is to embrace 
my experimental side and question our 
society’s most ingrained discourses and 
challenges through provocative creativity.

Atemporal Hunches: How might an iterative 
reflective process facilitate the cultivation of 
meaningful innovation for an organisation?

The current neoliberalist market asks 
us to time-compress innovation tempo-
ralities and pushes for fast processes, 
fast products, and fast innovation. 
We live in a time where you can place 
an innovation order with guaranteed 
next day delivery. However, is this fast 
environment hindering the possibilities 
for cultivating meaningful innovation 

within organisations? This is a question 
that has emerged slowly from hunches 
experienced throughout my practice 
in industry. Inspired by critical design, 
I aim to explore a strategy through the 
lens of atemporality to overcome the 
challenges that time constraints may 
impose on innovation.

View on ripples
The room where I have been working during lockdown faces the canal. 
Sometimes, when the days start to get dark the water stays very still, 
leaving a perfect reflection of the surface. It’s almost like another reality. 
Unexpectedly, ripples emerge. Perhaps from a big boat, or from bubbles 
emerging and popping from underneath the surface. They distort that 
other reality that for a moment I believed to be true. Ripples represent the 
inescapable change we face as innovation managers; distorting what we 
perceive as real and challenging us to navigate change. And although they 
disrupt the surface, they provide a new lens through which we can view and 
appreciate our multiple realities. 
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Yue
Deng

www.linkedin.com/in/yue

/ Creative thinker
/ Thoughtful practitioner
/ Experience designer

You can’t have 
everything you want, 
but you can have the 
things that really 
matter to you.”
Marissa Mayer

“

With experiences working as both a 
copywriter and as an associate creative 
director, I have worked for more than 
50 brands covering various industries 
in advertising agencies. Constantly 
working with diverse new clients was 
the perfect opportunity for me to 
learn to cope with uncertainty and 
unfamiliarity. I’ve been involved with 
planning, creating and presenting and 

have played a vital role in the creative 
department for brand campaigns, new 
product launches and client mainte-
nance while overseeing and managing 
teamwork at every stage of the imple-
mentation process. I’m a thoughtful 
executor and organiser with practical 
and flexible approaches. I am good at 
reaching a balance between quality 
control and time management. 

How can organisations contribute to individuals’ 
work-life balance whilst working from home 
during lockdown via the concept of 
“consumerizing employees”?

My research question is “how can 
innovation managers contribute to 
employees’ chances of achieving a 
work-life balance via the concept of 
‘consumerising employees’?”. This is 
particularly interesting in the context 
of the black swan event of the Covid-19 
pandemic. I’m interested in user 
experience design, service design 
and customer behaviour. I’m also 
passionate about combining Chinese 

solution-oriented methodologies with 
western experimental concepts to 
maximise the project’s efficiency and 
value. In other words, my focus is on 
how to apply theory and philosophy to 
realistic practices, to bridge the gaps 
between thinking across west and 
east. I am interested in updating and 
reframing existing knowledge systems 
and pushing the boundaries of current 
“known-knowns” to “known unknowns”. 

View on ripples
There is an eastern philosophy saying: “How you look is attributed to how 
you think; the world surrounding you is entirely generated by your mind”, 
in other words, the inside determines the outside. The “ripples” fluctuating 
on the surface are the reflection of the deepest bottom, it could be a breath, 
a word, a thought… every single power which can impact or even change 
the whole world, either a butterfly or a hurricane, thus depends on our own 
minds. Meanwhile “ripples” are also the communication between individuals 
and the world, connecting the internal and the external, observing it, sensing 
it, listening to it… in view of establishing the contemporary Babel amongst us. 
To this end, I believe that all new trends originate from old wisdoms. 
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Ilstere

eli@bloomingreality.com
elizabete.ilstere@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/elizabete-ilstere-b7997861

/ Rituals
/ Organisational culture
/ Creative collaboration

Rituals establish powerful 
social bonds, and have proved 
tools which most human 
societies use to balance 
cooperation and competition.”
Richard Sennett

“

A multiplicity of experiences abroad 
led me to appreciate teamwork and 
multicultural environments and expe-
riences. My undergraduate degree was 
completed in Denmark, in Design and 
Business, followed by professional expe-
rience in sales and marketing within 

the design industry. However, I still had 
an interest to go more in depth within 
design and therefore MA Innovation 
Management was a great fit to  
develop strategic thinking and 
philosophy-based approaches.

What are the new possibilities and limitations for 
rituals in modern workplaces?

At the present moment I find myself 
drawn to rituals as a way of creating 
meaningful and more engaging ways of 
working in organisational culture. 
I see rituals as a multi-tasking process 
that can both transform the way 
organisations work, as well as bring 
a shift towards more human-centric 
approaches. Organisations are flows 
of networks, and understanding those 
flows leads to developing more respon-
sible and ethical futures. When creativity 
is allowed to flow in the present moment 

of the engagement, with a simple but 
meaningful ritual, it can lead towards 
more purposeful experiences. Rituals 
are very much about presence and 
connection. Rituals can fine tune ways 
of working, leading to better working 
chemistry and more connected lives, 
since most of our days are spent at 
work. I aim at improving that experience 
through my research, whilst bringing it 
to practice through my start-up design 
and innovation studio Blooming Reality. 

View on ripples
Everything originates from something – today’s actions and thoughts are 
ripples of yesterday, and tomorrow’s actions will be ripples of today. We are all 
interconnected and as human beings, according to science, we are species of 
nature. Everything in nature is connected, which is why disconnection leads to 
such dysregulation and damage, not only at the level of society, but even at the 
level of the cell (Cacioppo and Patrick, 2009). For me ripples are about noticing 
and finding opportunities in uncertainty to then navigate change towards 
more sustainable ecosystems for both human and non-human entities. 
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Keer
Zhang

keercocoz@gmail.com
 @cocokokoo

/ Interior designer
/ Brand strategist
/ Creative entrepreneurship

The bridge is not supported by 
one stone or another, but by the 
line of the arch that they form. 
Without stones there is no arch.”
Italo Calvino

“

Before coming to MA Innovation 
Management I studied interior design 
at Pratt Institute in New York and I 
have been practicing professionally for 
three years in the cities of New York and 
London and throughout China. In 2019 
I co-founded an interior design/brand 
strategy studio based in Shenzhen, 
and I have been working on design 
projects in multiple cities across China 

since then. MA Innovation Management 
made many unthought of new possibili-
ties visible to me. The past two years has 
convinced me that a designer is more 
than capable of applying creativity far 
beyond just the world of design. This has 
made me become more confident and 
fearless in unfamiliar design, business 
and management environments.

How can creative start-ups cultivate resilience in 
the context of the frequent copying phenomenon 
within the current Chinese creative industry?

The on-going harmful consequences 
caused by the copying phenomenon in 
the current Chinese creative industry 
raises my curiosity, and draws me into 
learning about the deeper meanings of 
copying from a holistic perspective, as 
well as exploring the reasons for contin-
uous counterfeit that is harming young 
creatives in China. The purpose of my 

research is to be able to provide advice 
and methodologies to young creatives 
who are starting a design business, or 
perhaps those who want to practice 
in the creative field in China. I want to 
communicate insights on the copying 
phenomenon from various perspectives, 
in order to cultivate understanding and 
resilience towards unforeseen challenges.

Each of us is a water molecule, we join together to do powerful things. 
When the water is peaceful, we remain at our individual positions and feel 
connected with each other, but independent. When there’s disturbance, 
we react as a whole.

View on ripples
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 Aleksandra (Ola)
Lella

aleksandra.lella@gmail.com
www.aleksandralella.com

www.linkedin.com/in/aleksandralella

/ Creative behaviour
/ Career development
/ Reframing concerns
/ Systemic innovation

conception of work has 
shifted from jobs to careers 
to callings—from necessity to 
status to meaning.”
Derek Thompson

“

Since graduating Goldsmiths from 
a multidisciplinary design degree I 
have worked in system management, 
customer service and strategy imple-
mentation at an established online 
childrens retail company. My experience 
opened up my eyes to the management 
of design and innovation and pushed 
me to pursue the topic at a masters level 
here at CSM.

As an innovation manager I strive to 
connect ideas across disciplines to arrive 
at effective and creative methodolo-
gies and solutions. Learning to manage 
uncertainty has truly connected my 
background in design and creative 
industries while also applying a mana-
gerial and analytical approach to my 
capabilities. I am excited to extend my 
knowledge and practice learned at CSM 
to new environments.

In what ways can the design thinking methodology 
of reframing problems reshape the concept of 
‘burning out’ within organisational structures?

Stress management and wellbeing 
practices have been the main methods 
of addressing burnout. Unfortunately, 
these do not always address the under-
lying issue existing within an organisa-
tion and its culture. Burnout requires 
an individual to pause and reflect in 
order to address the causes. My research 
proposes for organisations to also take 
part in these reflective practices and 
reframe employee burnout. 

Through doing so, the process of 
burning out gives insight of cause 
and effect to the employee and the 
employer. Once actioned, this creates 
an opportunity for change and devel-
opment in roles within an organisation 
along with an overall culture shift. The 
aim of my research is to reframe the 
discourse of burnout as a creative oppor-
tunity within innovation management.

View on ripples
Observing ripples allows us to see where we have come from and creates 
an understanding of where we will go. Through awareness and the 
acknowledgment of such movements, as innovation managers, we are in a 
position of acting upon reflections which may affect the continuation 
of the ripple patterns. 

In relation to my own work, ripples are evident through the paradigm of 
burnout and wellbeing. With one outweighing the other it influences the way 
in which individuals and organisations function. When burned out, employees 
are more likely to spiral downward with productivity and motivation. With the 
discourse shifted, it is essential to create a positive learning ripple from such 
scenarios for the benefit of an organisation’s future. 
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tinamouheb@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/tina-el-moheb

@tiniigram 

/ Creative strategist
/ Design thinker
/ Storyteller

Flexibility is embedded in the 
ethos of every non-profit,needed 
to innovate and bring in 
alternative sources of funds.”
Salma Wehbe

“

My interest in architecture, space and 
design lead me to undertake a BA in 
Landscape Architecture. My experience 
in both design and management have 
given me a well-rounded experience 
and a curiosity for the vast world of 
design ideation; this led me to join the 
MA in Innovation Management. 
I identify as a designer seeking inter-
disciplinary collaboration rather than 
remaining in strictly-defined job roles. 
Through my experience both profes-
sionally and academically I have been 

able to use design thinking as a key tool 
to generate ideas, products, services and 
spaces. Embracing a grey zone allows 
for innovative partnerships and collab-
oration that leads to unseen pathways 
and untapped potential. Currently I am 
the design team leader of the 2020 MA 
Innovation Management Virtual Show-
case. The experience has allowed me to 
swerve through chaos and uncertainty 
and has taught me to channel these 
elements in order to realise a project.

Can obsolete post-war structures in Beirut be 
reprogrammed into creative clusters through 
partnerships with non-profit organisations?

My research is focused on post-conflict 
communities and the potential to culti-
vate creativity from such a setting. The 
work looks into the intricate relationship 
between chaos and creativity and how 
it can live physically in the creation of 
creative centres through a case study 

approach. The research builds the case 
for post-war Lebanon and explores 
the potential for the reuse of the few 
standing post-war structures to become 
future creative hubs that can support 
local talent and cultivate the city’s 
creative industries.

The current worldwide landscape is riddled with fear due to the unexpected  
Covid-19 pandemic and the consequent economic uncertainty and 
increasing unemployment rate. Businesses in this new world will have to 
decipher how to manage not only the ripples of everyday work life, but 
also the unexpected ripples, those that begin from uncertainty and that 
severely alter not only workload but also the modes of interaction and 
communication in our workplaces. The upcoming interests of firms and 
institutions will go beyond profit maximization and shift into investment in 
human capital, bringing us closer to an agile and change-driven culture that 
allows for long-term sustainability.

View on ripples

http://www.linkedin.com/in/tina-el-moheb 
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Rippling
Ways of Being
Innovation Management for humans and nonhumans
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gabi@bloomingreality.com
orsi.gabrielle@gmail.com 

bloomingreality.com

/ Design becoming
/ Desirable futures
/ Creative strategy

A thought is a tremendous 
mode of excitement.
Like a stone thrown into a pond it disturbs the whole 
surface of our being. But this image is inadequate. 
For we should conceive the ripples as effective in the 
creation of the plunge of the stone into the water. 
The ripples release the thought, and the thought 
augments and distorts the ripples. In order to 
understand the essence of thought we must study 
its relation to the ripples amid which it emerges.”
Alfred North Whitehead

“

I’m a graphic designer and through this 
Masters I have opened space to accom-
modate innovation in my practice. Since 
the end of my BA in Graphic Commu-
nication Design at CSM I felt the lack of 

openness in the industry to embrace a  
designer/strategist position, and there-
fore my curiosity emerged, and I joined 
MA Innovation Management, so I could 
do both.

How can design’s notion of becoming, substitute 
existing innovation studios’ linear design-driven 
processes with embedding design’s qualities of 
movement and unpredictability towards more 
dynamic and non-linear practices? 

I am currently interested in looking at 
design-driven processes from a critical 
perspective, and how such processes 
can benefit from the ontological notions 
of design – big words, yes, but easily 
explained as design’s notion of being. 
Within my current interest I’ve been 
building a literature review that can 
be described as, ‘Beyond linearity – to 
notions of becoming: Explorations of 
design’s notions of becoming to aid 
innovation processes.’ This interest might 
change over the years and I might look 
back at this and see how it has shifted; 

however, we’re supposed to live in the 
present moment to create the future.

I like combining strategy and design, 
in my practice they always go together. 
I embrace notions of care and would 
like to bring that forward in my way of 
working – thinking of the connections 
of humans and non-humans and the 
things we take for granted, so that they 
are not only seen but acknowledged 
and their ripples visualised. I’m one-fifth 
of the studio Blooming Reality and we 
would love to work with you.

View on ripples
Creating or moving a ripple requires an intention of care and ethics. The ripple 
you take is the ripple you make, and therefore in this constant merging of 
ripples we are influencing, affecting and growing with each other. Beginning 
anywhere but being present and noticing the things most take for granted, 
the innovation manager can offer perspectives beyond seen cultures, into 
unseen ones, bridging creativity, feelings and business. 
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GabrielleColindres@gmail.com

/ Sustainable futures
/ Spiritual
/ Organizational wellness

Opinion is really the lowest 
form of human knowledge.
It requires no accountability, no understanding. 
The highest form of knowledge… is empathy, for it 
requires us to suspend our egos and live in another’s 
world. It requires profound purpose larger than the self 
kind of understanding.”
Bill Bullard 

“

I have a BBA in Business Administration 
in Strategic Design and Management. 
My interest in both management and 
design led me to pursue an MA in 

Innovation Management. I am curious 
and passionate about understanding 
the human mind and implementing 
creative ways to help solve complex 
problems in management. 

What role can psychedelics play in developing 
the more empathetic leader of tomorrow? 

My research is focused on the lack 
of empathy in leadership and that 
through the use of and study of psyche-
delic drugs leaders can enhance their 
empathetic capability. The research 
looks into the misconception and social 
stigma that surrounds psychedelic 

drugs and the role they can play in 
the area of leadership. The research 
was inspired by my own personal 
interest and beliefs in learning and 
incorporating the mind, body and 
soul in everyday practices.

View on ripples
In today’s uncertain times, leadership is shown to be most existential. During 
the coronavirus pandemic,  we have seen good and bad leadership in 
action. My research explores the lack of empathy in leadership practices and 
promotes the idea that empathy can restore the lack of connection we are 
currently facing in humanity. It is important to remember that we are in fact 
interconnected as a whole rather than separate individuals and by recognising 
this connection leaders can become empathetic leaders of the future. 
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/ Sustainable transitions
/ Complexity
/ Systemic design
/ Regenerative futures

The future can’t be predicted, 
but it can be envisioned and 
brought lovingly into being.
Systems can’t be controlled, but they can be 
designed and redesigned.”
Donella Meadows

“

I have a diverse background; from the 
legal sector to the fashion industry and 
activism; working with charities and 
grassroots organisations who focus 
upon transformation of industry, and 

empowerment of people with creativity.  
Through this MA I have learnt to 
embrace my complex set of experience 
and values which I now know give me a 
wealth of lessons to draw upon. 

If visions of sustainable transition are the seeds, 
how can an innovation manager create the 
fertile soil for them to propagate?

My research responds to the wicked 
problem of climate change. Mapping 
the complexity discourse from sciences 
into social imaginary, I have been 
inspired by systemic thinkers who 
demonstrate that understanding 
complexity is a mindset which involves 
letting go of deeply held worldviews. 
I explored movements from transition 

management through to permaculture 
and discovered that key to driving action 
are collective visioning practices, which 
form part of the iterative cycle of transi-
tion being practiced at different levels 
of society.  Based on regenerative 
composting practices, I have built an inno-
vative framework which I hope will enrich 
this practice with a holistic approach.  

View on ripples
The role of an ‘innovation manager’ comes with an opportunity to lead by 
example and facilitate meaningful change in areas such as global inequality 
and climate change.  Now, more than ever before, it is imperative that 
innovation is used with care and not for short-term goals.  

Ripples, like complexity, can never be wholly mapped or managed but the 
innovation manager can be sensitive to this whilst enabling bold long-term 
visions that include multiple stakeholders and, in an emergent way, might 
shift the paradigm from linear solution-focused thinking to understanding of 
complex interdependencies.  
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An interview with artist
Moa Johansson
Moa Johansson’s body-based practice flirts with the possibilities within limitations and 
balances between sculptural work, performance and live art. In the context of intersectional, 
ecofeminist and queer reading, Moa investigates theories concerning the body, time, 
space, circularity and fleshy liveness. She translates her research into interdisciplinary 
arrangements while resisting the work as an end product but something on-going, 
alive and yet-to-arrive…

Moa Johansson has presented work throughout the UK and internationally. Including Fierce 
Festival (Birmingham), Karnart (Lisbon), Tempting Failure (Croydon), Humber Street Gallery 
(Hull) and Summerhall (Edinburgh).

      www.moajohansson.org

What does it feel like when a ripple of inspiration 
hits you? 

When inspiration hits, slaps or strokes me gently, 
it’s like I’ve put on a pair of glasses with the right 
strength and the blurry tree in the distance (or 
whatever it may be that my eyes are laid upon) 
suddenly becomes perfectly distinguishable. It is an 
epiphany that lasts, sometimes for a brief moment, 
sometimes a whole day. 

Can you relate to the idea of ripples in your 
everyday practice? 

I see ripples as a pattern that becomes visible in 
hindsight. It’s hard to determine the ripples and 
its vastness when I embody a process. During 
moments of pause or in-between is where the 
effect becomes distinguishable.

My body-based practice explores possibilities of 
limitations based on the concept of re; re-work, 

re-use and re-frame what is already there. I work 
with natural or found objects, and re-fuse superfluous 
attitudes and consumption for the sake of art making. 
I re-sist my work as an end product but something 
on-going, alive and yet-to-arrive. Therefore, the ripples 
never really end but are continuous – they just take 
different shapes and forms.

What ripples has your work caused and how 
far-reaching are these?

With my work I create on-going actions as dura-
tional temporalities. I’m interested in the layers of 
time, space, liveness and the (collective) body, and its 
various frictions and dis/connections. I’m especially 
interested in durational performance as it shifts the 
agency around and allows the witnesses to frame 
their experience of the work as they wish; from what 
angles the work can be viewed and how long to sit 
with it. The work becomes with the presence of the 
bodies that are witnessing it.  

I’m constantly looking to create extended dialouges 
on how to approach the matter of togetherness in 
the face of current emotional and ecological break-
down; to dream queer futures rooted in togetherness 
and interspecies growth. I hope my work prompts 
conversations on what it is to be a body, to have a 
body and do with our (collective) body for the best 
possible right now and a sustain-able future. A body 
in relation to our surrounding and environment. 

What ripples do you see occurring in the future?

I hope that the ripples of my activations are encour-
aging someone’s activation. With her writing, Audre 
Lorde encouraged the individual to be an active-
being rather than passive be. Active-being creates 
ripples; passive be is a sinking stone. Active-being 
can make a change! I hope to see the result of 
the pandemic/lockdown/global BLM protests has 
ignited an understanding of the individual’s respon-
sibility to be the active-being for the collective. 

Right now, we are moving within a global ripple that 
has the potential of creating a much needed struc-
tural reconstruction. It’s with these ripples I hope we 
embark on a green revolution. 

Actions cause ripples of all kinds; how do you 
action care into your work?

With my solo work, as well as in collaboration 
with others, I think a lot about how to take care 
of ourselves and how to nourish connections and 
togetherness; with humans, other beings and enti-
ties. In this capitalistic so called world of ours where 
artists spend the majority of their time applying for 
funding and other opportunities, the notion of care 
is easily lost. I am very conscious of the pressure of 
producing producing producing and the danger of 
a creative dry-out under such a pressure. What the 
pandemic has gifted us, me, if something posi-
tive can be drawn out of it, is a solid reminder of 
pausing. Pausing to re/connect. Pausing as caring.
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Jhanvi 
Lathia

jhanvilathia95@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/jhanvi-lathia-08b636136

/ Designer
/ Visual communicator
/ Design thinker

Ideas aren’t meant to be alone.
Designers have a task in connecting ideas to the current 
zeitgeist that is keeping it sensitive to the current socio-
cultural, technological and environmental forces.”
Paul Rand

“

I am a graphic designer from Bombay 
who loves prints, patterns, colours and 
bold design. I have worked in start-ups 
and agencies in the fields of print, 
advertising, branding and strategy. I love 
creating and illustrating and enjoy hybrid 
spaces of design where disciplines merge. 
I enjoy working with people from different 
fields and MA Innovation Management 
has given me that chance. Before CSM I 
designed very differently and examined 

mainly the outcome. Through this course 
I have learned the value of an intensive 
process and have delved into different 
spaces of philosophy, exploring theories 
that have then surfaced in my visual 
designs. I am inspired by colour (and 
love mint green!) This course has helped 
me love a new home – London, and 
enabled me to bring different ideas and 
processes to my practice. 

How can designers adopt and apply persistent 
mindset strategies to guide their method of 
creation in the ideation phase?

My research focuses on ideas, and 
questions the processes behind an idea. 
It doesn’t look at how to ideate or create 
more ideas but questions what skills a 
designer needs to hold on to their ideas. 
The communication of an idea is crucial 
and persistence plays a big role in 
influencing how designers work and 
think. I am researching the perspective 

that designers take on their work and 
their capabilities. My focus is on the 
designer’s perspective rather than 
researching tool kits that can be 
provided to individuals. Furthermore, I 
try to understand the designer’s role in 
ideation and focus on how they shape 
ideas in the creative industries.

View on ripples
Ripples to me means something simple: it reflects how people understand 
change and manage it. It’s about far-reaching change that can begin even 
with the smallest step. It is very relevant now, since the changes we make 
and ripples we create affect so many people. We are dependent on the 
choices other people make and therefore it’s crucial to realise the importance 
of our own choices. 
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Joel
Rose

joelgrose@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/joel-rose-466740174

/ Innovation management
/ Creative strategies
/ Critical and reflective thinker
/ Collaborative approach

…dance is from the people, …
it should always be delivered 
back to the people.”
Alvin Ailey

“

I am Joel from the Seychelles. Mine 
is an investigative, collaborative and 
creative call to innovative action 
founded on a journey through Primary 
Teacher Education across a local and 
international career as a professional-
ly-trained dance practitioner.

I appreciate innovation management as 
a dance based on the principles of part-
nership, adaptability, variation, inquiry 

and audience. As one understands and 
is willing to engage with these princi-
ples, one can better ‘manage’ a dance. 
This philosophy motivates my interest 
in the performing arts and entertain-
ment industry as a hub for and source 
of innovation management practices to 
respond to global concerns.

How can immersive technology assist to meet 
audiences’ needs for a more bespoke experience 
of live dance performance?

My research investigates the theoretical 
and practical milieu where dance and 
its audience convene, and is poised 
alongside immersive technology. This 
landscape is appreciated as a channel 
of opportunities for better audience 
experience of live dance performance.

I am inspired by the words of Maya 
Angelou who once said, “I’ve learned 
that people will forget what you said, 
people will forget what you did, but 

people will never forget how you made 
them feel.” With that in mind, the 
practical emergence seeks to cater to 
the consumers’ functional, emotional, 
life-changing and social impact needs, 
as it responds to their ‘feel good’ 
request. It is positioned as a becoming; 
an emergent, poised at the junction of 
investigation, proposed solutions, 
limitations and new opportunities.

View on ripples
I: 
React to different calls and concerns 
Instigate new movements 
Play my part 
Pulsate through existing towards new landscapes 
Lead 
Envision better futures 
Set off new RIPPLES
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Leni
Piech

contact@lenipiech.com

/ Feminist futures
/ Non-humans
/ Social innovation networks
/ Care

On the most general level, we 
suggest that caring be viewed 
as a species activity
that includes everything that we do to maintain, 
continue, and repair our ‘world’ so that we can live in it 
as well as possible. That world includes our bodies, our 
selves, and our environment, all of which we seek to 
interweave in a complex, life-sustaining web.”
Joan Tronto 

“

I’m a Product Designer from Vienna. 
I have been working in furniture design, 
automotive design and branding. 
Working in the field of design made 
me realise that every project has the 
chance to turn into something that 
could inspire the future and have an 
impact on the way we look at the 

world. I believe that it is important to 
stay sensitive, curious and open. My 
experience of MA Innovation Manage-
ment showed me how collaboration 
and working in teams can offer the 
most interesting insights for project 
processes and can fuel inspiration.

How can feminist worlding perspectives inform 
critical design thinking to cultivate sensibilities 
towards non-human actors to regenerate social 
innovation networks? 

My research explores the notion of 
‘feminist worlding’, which proposes to 
embrace radical ‘otherness’ by stepping 
out of human realities and delving into 
non-human worlds. Feminist worlding 
perspectives utilise principles of care 
that intend to cultivate sensibilities 
towards that which is beyond human 
worlds, thereby de-centring human 
agencies. My investigation aims towards 

bridging the concept of feminist 
worlding with social innovation – chal-
lenging social innovation to tap into 
territories of ‘unknown unknowns’ and 
consequently, unfolding paths for more 
open, complex and diverse future imag-
inaries. If you are interested in finding 
out more, please visit my design and 
innovation agency Blooming Reality: 
www.bloomingreality.com

Ripples can refer to small waves on water’s surface – waves spread out, the 
ripples cause the water to move, and the liquid surface forms combers – a 
phenomenon that moves our network of human and nonhuman bodies and 
causes transformation.

View on ripples

http://www.bloomingreality.com
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The Journey of
MA Innovation Management 2020
MA Innovation Management at Central Saint Martins combines theory 
and practice, mixing creative projects and fieldwork opportunities 
with lectures and rigorous writing assignments. It offers a collaborative 
learning community to which the cohort of 2020 came from a wide 
range of fields, including design, business, dance, policy, digital 
entrepreneurship and art. It’s with this unique mix of students that we 
were able to continuously challenge each other to transcend our limits

Over the past two years, we experimented both theoretically and 
practically – working in small multi-disciplinary teams to write essays, 
present project work and take on board self-directed study. In the first 
year we were taught how to manage uncertainty and deal with failure 
without inhibiting creativity.

The uncertainty project enabled the 2020 cohort to embrace 
uncertainty and to further forecast innovative future scenarios. In 
collaboration with an external organisation -  DS Smith, we learnt the 
art of risk taking and failure, and its implications for innovation in a 
thought-provoking and inspiring project. This provided us with a vision 
of how we see our futures as innovation managers and how we position 
ourselves to drive change and exploit the possibilities of the future.

Little did we know how soon we would be utilising these skills. The 
pandemic of 2020 was a great opportunity for us to truly test our skills 
in collaborative working and creativity. What we have learnt in the past 
years and few months has equipped us with the necessary skills we 
need to become innovation catalysts.  
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